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Saltzer & Schroeder’s
Security Design Principles

❖ Economy of mechanism

❖ Fail-safe defaults

❖ Complete mediation

❖ Open design

❖ Separation of privilege

❖ Least privilege

❖ Least common mechanism

❖ Psychological acceptability

❖ Work factor

❖ Compromise recording



Security Model

Model

Mechanism

Formal PolicyInformal Policy

Abstraction used by the security policy and mechanism



Security Model
❖ Subjects: Individuals or processes acting on their behalf

❖ Objects: Protected information or function

• Objects often also include subjects

❖ Subjects operate on objects

• System mediates and facilitates subject-object interaction

❖ Policy: what action is subject allowed to do with object?

• And who can introduce new subjects and objects into system?

❖ Nearly all security models built on this idea



Access Control Matrix
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Access Control Matrix

Broccoli
Fruit from Tree 

of Life
Fruit from Tree 
of Knowledge

Adam {see, eat} {see, eat} {see}

Eve {see, eat} {see, eat} {see}



Access Control Lists (ACLs)

❖ An access control list of an object identifies which 
subjects can access the object and what they are 
allowed to do

❖ ACLs are object-centric: access control is associated 
with objects in the system

❖ Each access to object is checked against object’s ACL

❖ Example: guest list at a night club



ACLs
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mitted  through  the  communication system. If communication 
fails (because the user is unauthorized, the system  has  been re- 
placed by  a  masquerader, or  an  error  occurred),  each  party to  
the  transaction  has  immediate warning of a problem.16 

Relatively complex  elaborations of these  various  strategies 
have been  implemented,  differing  both in economics  and  in 
assumptions  about  the  psychology of the prospective user. 
For  example, Branstad [401 explored  in  detail  strategies of 
authentication  in  multinode  computer  networks.  Such elabo- 
rations,  though  fascinating to study  and analyze,  are diversion- 
ary to our main topic of protection mechanisms. 

5 )  Shared Information: The virtual  machines of the earlier 
section were totally  independent, as far as  information ac- 
cessibility was concerned.  Each user might just as well  have 
his own  private  computer  system. With the steadily declining 
costs of computer  manufacture  there  are few technical  reasons 
not  to use a  private  computer. On the  other  hand,  for  many 
applications  some  sharing of information  among users is use- 
ful,  or even essential. For  example,  there may  be  a  library of 
commonly  used, reliable programs. Some users  may create 
new programs that  other users  would like to use. Users may 
wish to be  able to update a common  data base, such as a file of 
airline  seat  reservations or a  collection of programs that imple- 
ment  a  biomedical  statistics  system. In all these cases, virtual 
machines  are  inadequate,  because of the  total  isolation  of  their 
users from  one  another. Before extending  the virtual  machine 
example  any further,  let us return to our  abstract discussion  of 
guards  and walls. 

Implementations of protection  mechanisms that  permit 
sharing fall into  the  two general  categories  described  by 
Wilkes [ 3 7 ] .  

a) “List-oriented”  implementations,  in  which  the guard 
holds  a list of identifiers of authorized users, and  the user 
carries  a  unique  unforgeable  identifier that must  appear  on  the 
guard’s list for access to be permitted. A store clerk  checking 
a list of credit  customers is an  example of a  list-oriented imple- 
mentation  in  practice.  The  individual  might use his driver’s 
license as  a  unique  unforgeable  identifier. 

b) “Ticket-oriented”  implementations, in which the guard 
holds  the  description of a single identifier,  and  each user has  a 
collection of unforgeable  identifiers, or  tickets,” correspond- 
ing to  the  objects to which he  has been  authorized access. A 
locked  door  that  opens with  a  key is probably  the  most com- 
mon  example of a  ticket-oriented  mechanism; the guard is im- 
plemented as the hardware of the  lock, and the matching key 
is the  (presumably) unforgeable  authorizing  identifier. 

Authorization, defined as giving a user  access to some  object, 
is different  in  these  two  schemes. In a  list-oriented  system,  a 
user is  authorized to use  an object  by having his  name placed 

‘6ActualIy, there is still one uncovered  possibility:  a  masquerader 
could exactly record the enciphered bits  in  one  communication, and 
then intercept  a  later communication and  play them back  verbatim. 
(This technique is sometimes called spoofing.) Although  the spoofer 
may  learn  nothing  by  this technique, he  might  succeed  in  thoroughly 

for spoofing is to include  in  each  enciphered  message  something  that is 
confusing the user or the computer system. The  general  countermeasure 

ing this part of the message,  called the authenticator, the  recipient can 
unique, yet predictable,  such as the  current  date  and time. By examin- 

be  certain  that the deciphered  message is  not a  replayed copy of an old 
one. Variations on this technique are analyzed in detail  by  Smith 
e ta l .  [ 381. 

the  tickets. 
‘‘AS shown later,  in  a  computer system, descriptors  can  be  used on 

on  the guard’s list for  that  object.  In a  ticket-oriented  system, 
a user is authorized  by giving him a  ticket  for  the  object. 

We can also note a  crucial  mechanical  difference  between 
the  two  kinds of implementations.  The list-oriented mecha- 
nism requires that  the guard  examine  his list at  the  time access 
is requested,  which  means  that  some  kind of associative search 
must  accompany  the access.  On the  other  hand,  the ticket- 
oriented mechanism  places on  the user the  burden of choosing 
which ticket to present,  a  task  he can combine  with  deciding 
which information to access. The guard  only  need  compare 
the presented  ticket  with his own  expectation  before allowing 
the physical  memory access.  Because  associative matching 
tends to be either  slower or  more costly than simple com- 
parison,  list-oriented  mechanisms  are not  often used in applica- 
tions where traffic is high. On  the  other  hand, ticket-oriented 
mechanisms typically  require  considerable  technology to con- 
trol forgery of tickets  and to control passing tickets  around 
from  one user to another. As a  rule,  most  real  systems  contain 
both  kinds of sharing  implementations-a  list-oriented  system 
at  the  human  interface  and a  ticket-oriented  system  in  the 
underlying  hardware  implementation. This kind of arrange- 
ment is accomplished  by providing, at  the higher level, a list- 
oriented  guardla whose only purpose is to hand out  temporary 
tickets  which the lower level (ticket-oriented)  guards will 
honor.  Some  added  complexity arises from  the need to keep 
authorizations, as represented  in the  two systems,  synchro- 
nized with  each other.  Computer  protection  systems  differ 
mostly  in the  extent  to which the  architecture of the underly- 
ing ticket-oriented  system is visible to  the user. 

Finally,  let us consider the degenerate cases of list- and 
ticket-oriented  systems. In a  list-oriented  system, if each 
guard’s list of authorized users  can contain  only  one  entry, we 
have a  “complete  isolation”  kind of protection  system, in 
which no sharing of information  among users  can take place. 
Similarly,  in  a  ticket-oriented  system, if there  can be only  one 
ticket  for  each  object  in  the  system, we again  have a  “com- 
plete  isolation”  kind of protection  system.  Thus  the  “com- 
plete  isolation”  protection  system turns  out  to be a  particular 
degenerate case  of both  the list-oriented and  the  ticket-oriented 
protection  implementations. These observations  are important 
in  examining real systems,  which usually consist of interacting 
protection  mechanisms,  some of which are  list-oriented,  some 
of which are  ticket-oriented,  and  some of which  provide  com- 
plete  isolation  and  therefore may happen to be  implemented 
as degenerate  examples of either of the  other  two,  depending 
on local  circumstances. 

We should  understand  the relationship of a user to these 
transactions. We are  concerned  with  protection of informa- 
tion  from  programs  that are  executing. The user is the in- 
dividual who assumes accountability  for  the  actions of an 
executing  program.  Inside  the  computer  system,  a  program  is 
executed by a  virtual  processor, so one  or more  virtual proces- 
sors can  be identified  with the activities  directed  by the  user.lg 

“Called an agency by Branstad [40]. The  attendance of delegates at 
the various  sessions of a convention  is frequently  controlled  by an 
agency-upon  presentation of proof of identity,  the agency  issues  a 
badge  that will be honored  by  guards at each  session.  The  agency 
issuing  the  badges is list-oriented,  while the individual  session  guards 
(who ignore the names  printed on the badges) are ticket-oriented. 

l9 The  terms  “process,” “execution  point,” and “task” are sometimes 
used  for this abstraction or very  similar ones. We will  use  the  term 

a  suggestion  by  Wilkes. 
“virtual  processor’’  for its self-evident  operational definition,  following 



Capabilities

❖ A capability grants a subject permission to perform a 
certain action

• Unforgeable

• Usually transferrable

❖ Capabilities are subject-centric: access control is 
associated with subjects in the system

❖ Example: car key



Capabilities
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mitted  through  the  communication system. If communication 
fails (because the user is unauthorized, the system  has  been re- 
placed by  a  masquerader, or  an  error  occurred),  each  party to  
the  transaction  has  immediate warning of a problem.16 

Relatively complex  elaborations of these  various  strategies 
have been  implemented,  differing  both in economics  and  in 
assumptions  about  the  psychology of the prospective user. 
For  example, Branstad [401 explored  in  detail  strategies of 
authentication  in  multinode  computer  networks.  Such elabo- 
rations,  though  fascinating to study  and analyze,  are diversion- 
ary to our main topic of protection mechanisms. 

5 )  Shared Information: The virtual  machines of the earlier 
section were totally  independent, as far as  information ac- 
cessibility was concerned.  Each user might just as well  have 
his own  private  computer  system. With the steadily declining 
costs of computer  manufacture  there  are few technical  reasons 
not  to use a  private  computer. On the  other  hand,  for  many 
applications  some  sharing of information  among users is use- 
ful,  or even essential. For  example,  there may  be  a  library of 
commonly  used, reliable programs. Some users  may create 
new programs that  other users  would like to use. Users may 
wish to be  able to update a common  data base, such as a file of 
airline  seat  reservations or a  collection of programs that imple- 
ment  a  biomedical  statistics  system. In all these cases, virtual 
machines  are  inadequate,  because of the  total  isolation  of  their 
users from  one  another. Before extending  the virtual  machine 
example  any further,  let us return to our  abstract discussion  of 
guards  and walls. 

Implementations of protection  mechanisms that  permit 
sharing fall into  the  two general  categories  described  by 
Wilkes [ 3 7 ] .  

a) “List-oriented”  implementations,  in  which  the guard 
holds  a list of identifiers of authorized users, and  the user 
carries  a  unique  unforgeable  identifier that must  appear  on  the 
guard’s list for access to be permitted. A store clerk  checking 
a list of credit  customers is an  example of a  list-oriented imple- 
mentation  in  practice.  The  individual  might use his driver’s 
license as  a  unique  unforgeable  identifier. 

b) “Ticket-oriented”  implementations, in which the guard 
holds  the  description of a single identifier,  and  each user has  a 
collection of unforgeable  identifiers, or  tickets,” correspond- 
ing to  the  objects to which he  has been  authorized access. A 
locked  door  that  opens with  a  key is probably  the  most com- 
mon  example of a  ticket-oriented  mechanism; the guard is im- 
plemented as the hardware of the  lock, and the matching key 
is the  (presumably) unforgeable  authorizing  identifier. 

Authorization, defined as giving a user  access to some  object, 
is different  in  these  two  schemes. In a  list-oriented  system,  a 
user is  authorized to use  an object  by having his  name placed 

‘6ActualIy, there is still one uncovered  possibility:  a  masquerader 
could exactly record the enciphered bits  in  one  communication, and 
then intercept  a  later communication and  play them back  verbatim. 
(This technique is sometimes called spoofing.) Although  the spoofer 
may  learn  nothing  by  this technique, he  might  succeed  in  thoroughly 

for spoofing is to include  in  each  enciphered  message  something  that is 
confusing the user or the computer system. The  general  countermeasure 

ing this part of the message,  called the authenticator, the  recipient can 
unique, yet predictable,  such as the  current  date  and time. By examin- 

be  certain  that the deciphered  message is  not a  replayed copy of an old 
one. Variations on this technique are analyzed in detail  by  Smith 
e ta l .  [ 381. 

the  tickets. 
‘‘AS shown later,  in  a  computer system, descriptors  can  be  used on 

on  the guard’s list for  that  object.  In a  ticket-oriented  system, 
a user is authorized  by giving him a  ticket  for  the  object. 

We can also note a  crucial  mechanical  difference  between 
the  two  kinds of implementations.  The list-oriented mecha- 
nism requires that  the guard  examine  his list at  the  time access 
is requested,  which  means  that  some  kind of associative search 
must  accompany  the access.  On the  other  hand,  the ticket- 
oriented mechanism  places on  the user the  burden of choosing 
which ticket to present,  a  task  he can combine  with  deciding 
which information to access. The guard  only  need  compare 
the presented  ticket  with his own  expectation  before allowing 
the physical  memory access.  Because  associative matching 
tends to be either  slower or  more costly than simple com- 
parison,  list-oriented  mechanisms  are not  often used in applica- 
tions where traffic is high. On  the  other  hand, ticket-oriented 
mechanisms typically  require  considerable  technology to con- 
trol forgery of tickets  and to control passing tickets  around 
from  one user to another. As a  rule,  most  real  systems  contain 
both  kinds of sharing  implementations-a  list-oriented  system 
at  the  human  interface  and a  ticket-oriented  system  in  the 
underlying  hardware  implementation. This kind of arrange- 
ment is accomplished  by providing, at  the higher level, a list- 
oriented  guardla whose only purpose is to hand out  temporary 
tickets  which the lower level (ticket-oriented)  guards will 
honor.  Some  added  complexity arises from  the need to keep 
authorizations, as represented  in the  two systems,  synchro- 
nized with  each other.  Computer  protection  systems  differ 
mostly  in the  extent  to which the  architecture of the underly- 
ing ticket-oriented  system is visible to  the user. 

Finally,  let us consider the degenerate cases of list- and 
ticket-oriented  systems. In a  list-oriented  system, if each 
guard’s list of authorized users  can contain  only  one  entry, we 
have a  “complete  isolation”  kind of protection  system, in 
which no sharing of information  among users  can take place. 
Similarly,  in  a  ticket-oriented  system, if there  can be only  one 
ticket  for  each  object  in  the  system, we again  have a  “com- 
plete  isolation”  kind of protection  system.  Thus  the  “com- 
plete  isolation”  protection  system turns  out  to be a  particular 
degenerate case  of both  the list-oriented and  the  ticket-oriented 
protection  implementations. These observations  are important 
in  examining real systems,  which usually consist of interacting 
protection  mechanisms,  some of which are  list-oriented,  some 
of which are  ticket-oriented,  and  some of which  provide  com- 
plete  isolation  and  therefore may happen to be  implemented 
as degenerate  examples of either of the  other  two,  depending 
on local  circumstances. 

We should  understand  the relationship of a user to these 
transactions. We are  concerned  with  protection of informa- 
tion  from  programs  that are  executing. The user is the in- 
dividual who assumes accountability  for  the  actions of an 
executing  program.  Inside  the  computer  system,  a  program  is 
executed by a  virtual  processor, so one  or more  virtual proces- 
sors can  be identified  with the activities  directed  by the  user.lg 

“Called an agency by Branstad [40]. The  attendance of delegates at 
the various  sessions of a convention  is frequently  controlled  by an 
agency-upon  presentation of proof of identity,  the agency  issues  a 
badge  that will be honored  by  guards at each  session.  The  agency 
issuing  the  badges is list-oriented,  while the individual  session  guards 
(who ignore the names  printed on the badges) are ticket-oriented. 

l9 The  terms  “process,” “execution  point,” and “task” are sometimes 
used  for this abstraction or very  similar ones. We will  use  the  term 

a  suggestion  by  Wilkes. 
“virtual  processor’’  for its self-evident  operational definition,  following 



ACLs & Capabilities
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❖ Columns of the Access 
Control Matrix define 
objects’ ACLs
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Unix Security Model
❖ Subjects: Users

❖ Objects: Files and directories

❖ Actions: read, write, execute

• Execute a file means can call exec() on file

• Directory “execute” means user can traverse it

❖ Unix is a simplified ACL system

• Arbitrary ACLs not possible in traditional Unix

• Modern Unix operating systems allow arbitrary ACLs



Unix Superuser

❖ Superuser allowed do anything that is possible

❖ Called root and mapped to user id 0

❖ A superuser is a role rather that a particular user

❖ System administrators assume the superuser role to 
perform privileged actions

• Good practice to assume superuser role only when necessary



Permissions

❖ Each file has an owner and a group

• Group: named set of users

❖ File permissions specify what owner, group, and other 
(neither owner nor group) is allowed (read, write, exec)

-rwxrw-r--
Other’s permissions
Group’s permissions
Owner’s permissions



Permissions
❖ Only owner and superuser can change permissions

❖ Only superuser can change owner

❖ Only owner and superuser can change group

• Owner can only change to group she belongs to

❖ User’s allowed actions on file are:

• Owner’s permissions if the user is the owner,

• Group’s permissions if the user is in the group,

• Other’s permissions otherwise



Permissions

❖ Users interact with system via processes acting 
on their behalf

❖ When you interact with system via terminal, 
command shell acts on your behalf

❖ Each process is associated with a user



Processes and User

❖ ruid: real user id

• Inherited from parent process

❖ euid: effective user id

• Inherited from parent process unless setuid bit set

• Permissions checked against euid

❖ suid: saved user id

• Can reset euid to suid



Processes and User

❖ getuid()

• returns ruid

❖ setuid()

• if root: set ruid, euid, suid

• otherwise (POSIX): set euid to ruid or suid

• otherwise (BSD): set ruid, euid, suid to ruid



Processes and User

❖ geteuid()

• returns euid

❖ seteuid()

• if root: set euid

• otherwise: set euid to ruid or suid



Unix Groups

❖ A user may belong to several groups

❖ Processes have real, effective, and saved group id

• getgid(), setgid(), getegid(), and setegid().

❖ Processes also have supplementary groups

• File access checked against all supplementary groups

❖ Processes also have supplementary groups

❖ How group ids affect what a process can do varies



Login

❖ When user connects to system via physical terminal, 
system runs login process as root to start session

• Authenticates user using username and password

• Changes its user id and group id to that of user
• This is possible because superuser allowed to do anything

• Executes user’s shell

❖ sshd performs similar actions

❖ Critical: dropping privileges from root to regular user



Changing Privilege

❖ Superuser can drop privilege to become regular user

❖ Want way to elevate privilege in controlled manner

❖ How?
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struction  that  loads  the  descriptor register with  a new descriptor 
must have some special controls-either on  the values it will 
load or  on who  may use it. It is easier to control  who may  use 
the  descriptor,  and a common scheme is to introduce  an  addi- 
tional  bit  in  the  processor  state. This bit is called the privileged 
state  bit.l3 All attempts  to load  the  descriptor register are 
checked against the value of the privileged state  bit;  the 
privileged state  bit  must be ON for  the register to be changed. 
One  program  (named the supervisor-program S in Fig. 1)  runs 
with  the privileged state bit ON, and  controls  the  simulation 
of the virtual  processors for  the  other programs.  All that  is 
needed to make the scheme  complete  is to ensure that  the 
privileged state bit  cannot be changed  by the user programs ex- 
cept,  perhaps, by an  instruction  that simultaneously  transfers 
control to the supervisor program at a  planned  entry  location. 
(In  most  implementations,  the  descriptor register is not used in 
the privileged state.) 

One  might expect  the supervisor program to maintain  a  table 
of values of descriptors, one  for  each  virtual  processor. When 
the privileged state bit is OFF, the  index in  this  table of the 
program  currently  in  control  identifies  exactly  which program- 
and thus which  virtual processor-is accountable  for  the ac- 
tivity of the real  processor. For  protection to be complete,  a 
virtual  processor  must not be able to change arbitrarily the 
values in  the  table of descriptors. If we suppose the  table to 
be  stored inside the supervisor program, it will be  inaccessible 
to  the virtual processors. We have here  an  example of a  com- 
mon  strategy  and  sometime  cause of confusion:  the  protection 
mechanisms not  only  protect  one user from  another, they may 
also protect their own implementation. We shall encounter 
this  strategy again. 

So far ,  this  virtual  processor  implementation  contains  three 
protection  mechanisms that we can  associate with  our abstrac- 
tions. For  the  first,  the  information being  protected is the 
distinct  programs of Fig. 1. The guard is represented  by the 
extra piece of hardware  that  enforces  the descriptor  restric- 
tion.  The  impenetrable wall with  a  door is the hardware that 
forces all references to memory  through  the  descriptor mecha- 
nism. The  authority check on a  request to access memory is 
very simple.  The  requesting  virtual  processor is identified  by 
the base and  bound values in the  descriptor register,  and the 
guard checks that  the  memory  location  to which access  is re- 
quested lies within the indicated  area of memory. 

The  second  mechanism protects  the  contents of the  descrig 
tor register. The wall, door,  and guard are  implemented  in 
hardware, as with the  first mechanism. An executing  program 
requesting to load the  descriptor register is identified  by the 
privileged state  bit. If this  bit is OFF, indicating that  the re- 
quester is a user program, then  the guard  does not allow the 
register to be  loaded. If this bit  is ON,  indicating that  the re- 
quester is the supervisor program, then  the guard does allow it. 

The  third  mechanism  protects  the privileged state  bit. It 
allows an  executing  program  identified  by  the privileged state 
bit being OFF (a user program) to perform  the single operation 
“turn privileged state bit ON and  transfer to the supervisor 
program.” An executing  program  identified  by  the privileged 
state  bit being ON is  allowed to  turn  the bit OFF. This  third 
mechanism is an  embryonic  form of the sophisticated  protec- 
tion  mechanisms  required to implement  protected  subsystems. 
The supervisor program is an  example of a  protected subsys- 
tem, of which  more will  be  said later. 

‘3Als0 called the masterlslave bit, or supenrisor/user bit. 

The supervisor program is part of all three  protection mecha- 
nisms, for  it is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the 
identifications  manifest  in  the  descriptor register and  the 
privileged state bit. If the supervisor does not do  its  job cor- 
rectly,  virtual  processors  could  become labeled with  the wrong 
base and  bound values, or user programs could become labeled 
with  a privileged state  bit  that  is ON. The supervisor protects 
itself from  the user programs  with the same  isolation  hardware 
that separates users,  an example of the  “economy of mecha- 
nism”  design principle. 

With an  appropriately  sophisticated  and  careful supervisor 
program,  we now have an  example of a  system that completely 
isolates its users from  one  another. Similarly isolated  permanent 
storage can  be added to such  a  system by attaching  some long- 
term  storage device  (e.g., magnetic  disk)  and developing a 
similar descriptor  scheme for  its use. Since long-term  storage is 
accessed less frequently  than  primary  memory,  it is common 
to implement  its  descriptor scheme  with the supervisor  pro- 
grams rather  than  hardware,  but  the  principle is the same. 
Data  streams to  input  or  output devices  can be  controlled 
similarly. The  combination of a  virtual  processor,  a  memory 
area, some data streams,  and  an  isolated region of long-term 
storage is known as  a  virtual m a ~ h i n e . ’ ~  

Long-term storage  does,  however,  force us to face one 
further issue. Suppose that  the virtual  machine  communicates 
with  its user through  a  typewriter  terminal. If a new  user  ap- 
proaches  a previously unused  terminal  and  requests to use a 
virtual  machine,  which  virtual  machine  (and,  therefore, which 
set of long-term  stored  information)  should  he  be allowed to 
use? We may solve this  problem  outside the system, by having 
the supervisor permanently associate a single virtual  machine 
and its long-term  storage area with  a single terminal.  Then, for 
example,  padlocks can control access to the terminal.  If, on 
the  other  hand, a  more  flexible  system is desired, the super- 
visor program  must be prepared to associate any  terminal  with 
any  virtual  machine  and,  as  a  result,  must be able to verify the 
identity of the user at a  terminal.  Schemes  for  performing 
this  authentication  are  the  subject of our  next example. 

4 )  Authentication Mechanisms: Our  second  example  is of 
an  authentication  mechanism:  a  system  that verifies a user’s 
claimed identity.  The  mechanics of this  authentication mecha- 
nism differ  from  those of the  protection mechanisms for im- 
plementing  virtual  machines  mainly because not all of the com- 
ponents of the system are under  uniform  physical  control. In 
particular, the user  himself and the  communication  system 
connecting his terminal to  the  computer  are  components  to be 
viewed with  suspicion. Conversely, the user needs to verify 
that  he  is in  communication  with  the  expected  computer sys- 
tem  and the  intended  virtual  machine.  Such  systems  follow 
our  abstract  model of a guard who  demands  a  match  between 
something  he  knows  and  something the requester possesses. 
The  objects being protected  by  the  authentication mechanism 
are the virtual machines. In  this case, however, the requester 
is a  computer  system user rather  than  an  executing  program, 
and because  of the lack of physical control over the user and 
the  communication  system,  the  security of the  computer sys- 
tem  must  depend  on  either  the secrecy or  the unforgeability 
of the user’s identification. 

virtual IBM System/370 computer systems,  complete with  private  stor- 
“For an example,  see IBM System VM/37O [ 1 1  1,  which  provides 

age devices and missing only  a  few hard-to-simulate  features,  such as 
self-modifying  channel  programs.  Popek  and  Goldberg [ 331, [ 341  have 
discussed the general  problem of providing  virtual  machines. 
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struction  that  loads  the  descriptor register with  a new descriptor 
must have some special controls-either on  the values it will 
load or  on who  may use it. It is easier to control  who may  use 
the  descriptor,  and a common scheme is to introduce  an  addi- 
tional  bit  in  the  processor  state. This bit is called the privileged 
state  bit.l3 All attempts  to load  the  descriptor register are 
checked against the value of the privileged state  bit;  the 
privileged state  bit  must be ON for  the register to be changed. 
One  program  (named the supervisor-program S in Fig. 1)  runs 
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of the virtual  processors for  the  other programs.  All that  is 
needed to make the scheme  complete  is to ensure that  the 
privileged state bit  cannot be changed  by the user programs ex- 
cept,  perhaps, by an  instruction  that simultaneously  transfers 
control to the supervisor program at a  planned  entry  location. 
(In  most  implementations,  the  descriptor register is not used in 
the privileged state.) 

One  might expect  the supervisor program to maintain  a  table 
of values of descriptors, one  for  each  virtual  processor. When 
the privileged state bit is OFF, the  index in  this  table of the 
program  currently  in  control  identifies  exactly  which program- 
and thus which  virtual processor-is accountable  for  the ac- 
tivity of the real  processor. For  protection to be complete,  a 
virtual  processor  must not be able to change arbitrarily the 
values in  the  table of descriptors. If we suppose the  table to 
be  stored inside the supervisor program, it will be  inaccessible 
to  the virtual processors. We have here  an  example of a  com- 
mon  strategy  and  sometime  cause of confusion:  the  protection 
mechanisms not  only  protect  one user from  another, they may 
also protect their own implementation. We shall encounter 
this  strategy again. 

So far ,  this  virtual  processor  implementation  contains  three 
protection  mechanisms that we can  associate with  our abstrac- 
tions. For  the  first,  the  information being  protected is the 
distinct  programs of Fig. 1. The guard is represented  by the 
extra piece of hardware  that  enforces  the descriptor  restric- 
tion.  The  impenetrable wall with  a  door is the hardware that 
forces all references to memory  through  the  descriptor mecha- 
nism. The  authority check on a  request to access memory is 
very simple.  The  requesting  virtual  processor is identified  by 
the base and  bound values in the  descriptor register,  and the 
guard checks that  the  memory  location  to which access  is re- 
quested lies within the indicated  area of memory. 

The  second  mechanism protects  the  contents of the  descrig 
tor register. The wall, door,  and guard are  implemented  in 
hardware, as with the  first mechanism. An executing  program 
requesting to load the  descriptor register is identified  by the 
privileged state  bit. If this  bit is OFF, indicating that  the re- 
quester is a user program, then  the guard  does not allow the 
register to be  loaded. If this bit  is ON,  indicating that  the re- 
quester is the supervisor program, then  the guard does allow it. 

The  third  mechanism  protects  the privileged state  bit. It 
allows an  executing  program  identified  by  the privileged state 
bit being OFF (a user program) to perform  the single operation 
“turn privileged state bit ON and  transfer to the supervisor 
program.” An executing  program  identified  by  the privileged 
state  bit being ON is  allowed to  turn  the bit OFF. This  third 
mechanism is an  embryonic  form of the sophisticated  protec- 
tion  mechanisms  required to implement  protected  subsystems. 
The supervisor program is an  example of a  protected subsys- 
tem, of which  more will  be  said later. 

‘3Als0 called the masterlslave bit, or supenrisor/user bit. 

The supervisor program is part of all three  protection mecha- 
nisms, for  it is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the 
identifications  manifest  in  the  descriptor register and  the 
privileged state bit. If the supervisor does not do  its  job cor- 
rectly,  virtual  processors  could  become labeled with  the wrong 
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with  a privileged state  bit  that  is ON. The supervisor protects 
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to implement  its  descriptor scheme  with the supervisor  pro- 
grams rather  than  hardware,  but  the  principle is the same. 
Data  streams to  input  or  output devices  can be  controlled 
similarly. The  combination of a  virtual  processor,  a  memory 
area, some data streams,  and  an  isolated region of long-term 
storage is known as  a  virtual m a ~ h i n e . ’ ~  

Long-term storage  does,  however,  force us to face one 
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virtual  machine,  which  virtual  machine  (and,  therefore, which 
set of long-term  stored  information)  should  he  be allowed to 
use? We may solve this  problem  outside the system, by having 
the supervisor permanently associate a single virtual  machine 
and its long-term  storage area with  a single terminal.  Then, for 
example,  padlocks can control access to the terminal.  If, on 
the  other  hand, a  more  flexible  system is desired, the super- 
visor program  must be prepared to associate any  terminal  with 
any  virtual  machine  and,  as  a  result,  must be able to verify the 
identity of the user at a  terminal.  Schemes  for  performing 
this  authentication  are  the  subject of our  next example. 

4 )  Authentication Mechanisms: Our  second  example  is of 
an  authentication  mechanism:  a  system  that verifies a user’s 
claimed identity.  The  mechanics of this  authentication mecha- 
nism differ  from  those of the  protection mechanisms for im- 
plementing  virtual  machines  mainly because not all of the com- 
ponents of the system are under  uniform  physical  control. In 
particular, the user  himself and the  communication  system 
connecting his terminal to  the  computer  are  components  to be 
viewed with  suspicion. Conversely, the user needs to verify 
that  he  is in  communication  with  the  expected  computer sys- 
tem  and the  intended  virtual  machine.  Such  systems  follow 
our  abstract  model of a guard who  demands  a  match  between 
something  he  knows  and  something the requester possesses. 
The  objects being protected  by  the  authentication mechanism 
are the virtual machines. In  this case, however, the requester 
is a  computer  system user rather  than  an  executing  program, 
and because  of the lack of physical control over the user and 
the  communication  system,  the  security of the  computer sys- 
tem  must  depend  on  either  the secrecy or  the unforgeability 
of the user’s identification. 
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discussed the general  problem of providing  virtual  machines. 



Elevating Privilege

❖ Executable files have a setuid and setgid bit

❖ If setuid is set, files is executed with privilege of owner

• ruid is that of executing user, euid and suid that of owner

❖ The setgid bit does same for group

• But supplementary groups remain that of executing user

❖ The passwd command is setuid and owned by root

• Executes as superuser (root) — why?



PostgreSQL Security Model

❖ A relational database is a set of tables (relations) and a 
language for defining, querying, and modifying the tables

❖ SQL is the standard language for relational databases

❖ PostgreSQL implements SQL with modifications
• PostgreSQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS)

• Each RDBMS implements standard slightly differently



PostgreSQL Security Model

❖ Subjects: database users and groups (roles)

❖ Objects: databases, tables, views, functions, etc.

❖ Actions: use, query, update, insert, delete, etc.

❖ PostgreSQL also has superuser who can do anything

❖ SQL access control is ACL-based



GRANT Privilege

❖ Owner can grant other users or roles the ability to grant 
an access privilege to others

• GRANT … WITH GRANT OPTION;

❖ Is the ability to grant option also granted?



Access Control Checks

❖ Issuing a SELECT on a table requires SELECT privilege 
on same table

• UPDATE requires UPDATE, and so on

❖ Joins and subqueries will require SELECT privileges

❖ User has privileges that are the union of her own and 
privileges of all groups to which she belongs



Views

❖ A view is a saved query whose results can be accessed 
as if it they are a table

• The underlying query is added as a subquery and re-executed

• Contents of view may not be the same between queries
• Depend on the contents of the underlying tables, which may change

❖ Views also have access controls

• Can grant SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, etc.

• Data modification queries handled differently by each RDBMS



View Access Control

❖ Creator of view must be able to query underlying table

❖ When user queries a view, system checks her access 
privileges for the view only

❖ View is then expanded into its defining query and 
accessed with the privileges of view owner

❖ View allows controlled access to protected data

• A kind of privilege elevation



Functions

❖ PostgreSQL supports user-defined functions

❖ User must have USAGE permission to use function

❖ Function executed with invoking user’s privileges

❖ SECURITY DEFINER functions execute with owner 
privileges



AppArmor Security Model

❖ AppArmor is an additional security mechanism available 
on some Unix systems

❖ Subjects: processes

❖ Objects: files, system functions

❖ Actions: read, write, execute (several flavors) and several 
types of capabilities (e.g. network)


